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The Pension Reform We Urgently Need

CUPE Ontario President Fred Hahn 
explains how pensions are being raided 
by governments everywhere, and what 
workers are doing to fight back

When Jim Shaw, the former CEO 
of Shaw Communications, 
retired at the age of 53 in 

2010 -- he had a defined benefit (DB) 
workplace pension plan paying him 
almost $6 million a year, or $16,000 a 
day.  He paid nothing towards it and 
bears no risk -- his handsome payout is 
guaranteed for life by the company.
 Many of those working at Shaw 
Media, one of his company’s subsidiaries, 
don’t have it so good.  For them, there 
is only a voluntary, defined contribution 
(DC) plan, where the company matches 
workers’ contributions between 2% 
and 4%.  The amount workers receive 
depends on their own contribution levels 
and the fund’s investment returns.  There 
is no guarantee and the workers’ bear all 
the risk.
 This story is not unique.  Across 
Canada, profitable corporations have 
been gutting workers’ retirement income 
security, claiming DB workplace pension 
plans are too costly to provide for the 
many workers, even as they preserve 
them for a few executives.  Instead they 
claim DC or target plans, that leave 
workers’ retirement security to the whims 
of the market, are the only way to go.
It is a right-wing, ideologically-driven 
message designed to erode confidence 
in DB pensions and ultimately destroy 
workers’ retirement income security.
   And it also isn’t true.
Study after study has shown DB plans 
are run more efficiently than DC plans, 
provide superior retirement income 
security and are important contributors 
to local economies.
 A recent study by the Canadian 
Public Pension Leadership Council 
showed that converting large, DB public 
sector pension plans into DC savings 
accounts could cost governments up to 
77 % more to provide the same benefits 
to workers.
   In this argument, the right-wing 
doesn’t care about facts and they don’t 
want to provide the same benefit to 
workers.  So they are redoubling their 
efforts to destroy DB plans in the public 
sector as well.  
 And workers are fighting back. 
In Alberta, workers have so far backed 

the Conservative 
government away 
from legislative 
attacks on public 
sector pension 
plans that would 
have raised 
early retirement 
thresholds, 
eliminated 
guaranteed 

cost of living adjustments and capped 
contributions.
   In Quebec, Montreal municipal 
workers have been taking to the streets 
in the tens of thousands, protesting 
proposed changes to their public sector 
plans that included the suspension of 
guaranteed indexing.  
 In New Brunswick, retired 
public sector workers are challenging 
the provincial government on the streets 
and in the courts, fighting legislation 
that strips them of earned promises like 
indexing that they paid into for decades.  
 

 
 And federally, where Harper’s 
Conservative government is launching a 
full out attack on public sector defined 
benefit pension plans, trying to convert 
them to lesser target benefit plans, 
workers are organizing to fight back.
 The fight to preserve and 
expand DB plans for workers, must be 
won, not only for this generation of 
workers, but for the next.And there are 
some actions we need to take to win.
 We must demystify and 
challenge the corporate lie that says 
DC plans, personal savings like RRSPs 
or Pooled Retirement Pension Plans 
(PRPPs), or target plans are better and 
cheaper.  They aren’t, and Canadians, 

at some gut level, already know vehicles 
like RRSPs are a bad deal.  That’s why 
only 24% of tax filers in 2011 even 
bothered to contribute to an RRSP.
 We need to fight for workers’ 
democratic control over their plans 
to prevent them being pillaged into 
underfunding by CEOs, be they 
corporate or public. We need to push for 
DB plans in every workplace, public and 
private and for every worker, including 
new hires.   
 That’s why this summer’s strike 
by UNIFOR Local 1075 members working 
at Bombardier in Thunder Bay was so 
important.  They stood on the line for 
eight weeks to push back employer 
demands to end DB plans for new hires 
and they won!  
 And finally, we need to demand 
the CPP -- our DB public pension plan 
that covers 90% of Canadians with jobs 
-- is expanded.  The Canadian Labour 
Congress’ campaign to double CPP 
benefits will ensure a better minimum 
pension for all Canadians. 
 It is not the only step we need 
to take but doubling the CPP which is 
a mandatory, universal, transportable, 
defined benefit,  public pension plan 
is key to building solidarity amongst, 
and retirement income security for, all 
workers.  And in that campaign, we 
must ask questions of those who offer 
alternative solutions.
 At first glance, Premier 
Kathleen Wynne’s proposal for an 
Ontario Retirement Pension Plan sounds 
appealing.  Pitched as an alternative 
to federal, Conservative inaction on 
expanding the CPP, Wynne’s ORPP 
was pitched as a mandatory, DB, public 
pension plan that could be rolled into 
any future CPP expansion.
 On closer examination, it is 
hard to see how the ORPP could ever 
be rolled into CPP.  Unlike the CPP, the 
plan is far from universal, excluding 
anyone with a comparable, workplace 
plan.  What is comparable has not been 
spelled out, but that loop hole is so big 
that millions of Ontario workers could be 
pushed through it, potentially including 
those who only have a DC plan. 
 The fight for DB pension, 
workplace and public, is on across 
Canada.  Our parents and grandparents 
fought for us.  Now’s it our turn to fight 
for our children and grandchildren’s 
retirement income security. n

“Our parents and 
grandparents fought 
for us.  Now’s it our 

turn to fight for 
our children and 
grandchildren’s 

retirement income 
security.” 



By Barry Weisleder

C
onservative leader Tim Hudak 
got exactly what he deserved. 
On June 12, Ontario voters 
rejected his plan to eliminate 

100,000 public sector jobs and to gut 
unions. 
 For the most part, labour’s 
campaign to stop Hudak worked.  The 
Tories were trounced at the polls, 
reduced to 28 seats and 31 per cent of the 
ballots cast.  Hudak announced he’d step 
down when his party picks a replacement 
leader. But members of his caucus forced 
him to quit sooner.  It couldn’t happen to 
a nicer guy!
 However, this anti-Hudak 
sentiment translated into a Liberal 
majority.  It’s hard to celebrate four more 
years of Bay Street’s preferred party.  It’s 
hard to celebrate an electoral system 
that rewards a party that got less than 
39 per cent of the votes cast, only about 
19 per cent of the eligible electorate, 
with a majority of seats (58 of 107) in the 
Ontario Legislature.

 The New Democratic Party, on 
the other hand, lost the little power it had 
- despite increasing its vote share by 1 per 
cent (to 24 per cent) and retaining a seat 
total of 21.  It would have done better 
had it pulled the plug on Liberal Premier 
Kathleen Wynne one year earlier. But the 
NDP did manage to pick up seats and 
consolidate its hold in the areas hardest 
hit by recession. 
 In St. Catharines, in Hamilton 
(although NDP Leader Andrea Horwath 
did lose votes in her own riding), in 
London, Niagara, Oshawa and Windsor 
Essex regions, the party had seat gains or 
vote increases. Still, the NDP lost three 
seats and major ground in Toronto.
The voter turnout was barely 51 per cent, 
a three per cent improvement from the 
2011 provincial election, but a dismal 
result by any standard.
 Key to the disappointment was 
the NDP’s feckless effort.  Worse than 
losing ‘an electoral gamble’, Andrea 
Horwath waged the worst NDP campaign 
since Bob Rae attempted to defend his 
infamous Social Contract in 1995.

Horwath had no mandate to veer to the 
right of the Liberal Party in a vain attempt 
to appeal to Conservative supporters and 
the business class.  She had no mandate 
to abandon the fight for social justice in 
favour of a crass appeal to consumerism.
 The NDP platform emphasized 
“making life more affordable” by removing 
the HST from electricity bills, reducing 
car insurance rates by 15%, opening up 
a few more child care spaces, shortening 
hospital wait times, and offering a mere 
$1 increase in the hourly minimum wage.  
At the same time, Horwath campaigned 
to continue the practice of bribing big 
private corporations to create jobs - 
without demanding any public ownership 
or democratic control of state investment.
 Horwath projected a small 
increase in corporate taxation, but no 
plan to conscript the hidden, un-taxed 
billions of dollars on what a former head of 
the Bank of Canada calls “Dead Capital.”  
That means the NDP proposed no way 
to fund a serious assault on poverty, on 

The Ontario Election and 
the Future of the NDP
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Dead End: There’s No Future for a “Centrist” NDP
By Sean Cain

Albert Einstein, 
the great 20th 
century scientist 
and socialist, once 
defined insanity as 
“doing the same 
thing over and over 
again and expecting 
different results.”

 Sound familiar?  During the 
most recent elections, NDP leaders 
in various provinces copied the Third 
Way playbook and ran on so-called 
“moderate” campaigns to the centre of 
the political spectrum, all of which were 
disasters, and that’s putting it kindly.
 The most painful example of 
this was last year’s provincial election in 
British Columbia, where just one month 
before the vote, the NDP enjoyed a 22 
point lead in opinion polls.  Yet the party 
leadership campaigned on supposedly 
“sensible” proposals of least resistance 
and a pitifully weak slogan of “Change, 
one practical step at a time.”  Four 
weeks later on election day, our party 
was devastated, even losing two seats in 
the process.
 During the September 2014 
New Brunswick election, the NDP 
received 13% of the vote, despite 
being at 17% in opinion polls at the 
beginning of the campaign.  An 
unabashed supporter of the Third 
Way, party leader Dominic Cardy 
also failed to win his seat.  Perhaps 
most revealing is that the Green 
Party Leader David Coon, running 
to the Left of Cardy on a host of 
issues (including instituting a living 
wage, canceling shale gas projects, 
strengthening First Nations rights, 
and increasing corporate taxes 
and taxes on those making over 
$150,000 a year, just to name a 

few), won his seat. 
 And then there’s Nova Scotia, 
where the NDP government of Darrell 
Dexter lost power after one term.  Dexter 
promised change in the 2009 election, 
and won.  Yet when in government, he 
decided to raise the highly regressive 
HST (instead of increasing taxes on the 
wealthy), boosted corporate welfare 
(even to a point where the Liberal 
and Conservative parties campaigned 
against it during the election), and cut 
hundreds of millions of dollars from 
public services, alienating labour and 
much of the activist base of the party.
 Similar electoral disasters have 
struck “Third Way” social democratic 
parties in Europe as well.  Recently, 
in countries such as Greece, the 
Netherlands, and Ireland, left-wing 
socialist parties of various forms moved 
ahead of social democratic or labour 
parties in opinion polls. 
 It should be quite clear that 
shifting the NDP to the centre won’t 
magically attract more support.  It will 
only give traditional party supporters, 
like wage earners and modest-income 
Canadians, even more reason to stay 
home and not vote at all.  
 Decades of research shows 
that working class Canadians vote in 

proportionally lower numbers than 
middle class and wealthy citizens.  And 
that’s not just a problem of democracy.  
It’s a problem of the NDP, because it 
hurts our party the most.
 This is not to adopt the 
condescending view that traditional 
NDP supporters are just “votes,” or that 
we “deserve” their support.  On the 
contrary.  Our party has to work even 
harder than ever to engage traditional 
supporters.  It is working class voters and 
sisters and brothers from equity seeking 
groups, in addition to rank and file NDP 
members, who should be leading policy 
discussions in our party and fashioning 
our electoral platforms. 
 The premise of moving the 
NDP to the centre is based on the fallacy 
that there is a contradiction between 
maintaining our socialist and working 
class roots on one hand and winning 
government on the other.  In fact, they 
are one and the same, as neo-liberal 
dogma continues to break down and fail, 
the middle class shrinks, and inequality 
continues to surge.  
 While we live in a post-9/11 
world, we also live in a post-2008 
economy of wage decline and income 
stagnation.  And as a democratic socialist 
party, the NDP should be the first to 

realize this.
 It’s not just about moving the 
NDP to the Left.  It’s also about 
moving the centre to us.  
 The path to government for 
the NDP means creating active 
campaigns that directly take into 
consideration the needs of wage 
earners and equity seeking groups, 
and socialist policies that aim to 
radically reduce inequality and work 
time, protect and expand social 
services, and begin the process 
of creating a truly democratic 
economy and classless society. n

Produced by union labour

“The premise of moving 
the NDP to the centre is 
based on the fallacy that there 
is a contradiction between 
maintaining our socialist and 
working class roots on one 
hand and winning government 
on the other.
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Good Jobs or Bad Strategy: A Report Back 
from the Good Jobs Summit in Toronto

F
rom October 3 to 5, 
approximately 1,000 participants 
gathered at Maple Leaf Gardens 
in Toronto to engage in a 

discussion about what is happening in 
the job market – what are good jobs, 
why are they disappearing, and how can 
labour and its allies turn the tide?
 The summit, organized by 
Unifor, included a large number of 
Unifor members from locals across the 
country as well as other labour and 

social movement allies. The Canadian 
Federation of Students (CFS), a co-
sponsor, also had a large and vibrant 
contingent of participants and speakers.
 Throughout the weekend, rank-
and-file participants were both sober 
about the challenges facing unionized 

and non-unionized workers alike and 
optimistic about the possibilities for 
resistance. Discussions around topics 
like the fight to raise the minimum 
wage and the challenges facing young 
workers revealed a clear message from 
participants: the labour movement needs 
to fight back with renewed vigour.

Corporatism: Labour-Business 
Cooperation

 While attempting at times 
to capture both the frustration and 
hope of ordinary members present, 
Unifor’s leadership had a clear and 
obvious strategic agenda of trying to 
convince participants that the path 
forward for workers lies in cooperating 
with employers through corporatist 
arrangements and electorally supporting 
“strategic” voting for the Liberal party 
in ridings not held by the NDP at the 
federal and provincial levels.

 The moment participants 
stepped through the door on Friday 
night, remarks abounded about who 
had displays set up and who did not. 
The CFS and the Canadian Centre for 
Policy Alternatives, both co-sponsors 
of the event, unsurprisingly had tables. 
More remarkable were the large booths 
from Bell Canada, CN and the New 
Brunswick-based conglomerate J.D. 
Irving. 
 Notably absent were Canada’s 
other major public and private sector 
unions. There were no tables from the 
Canadian Union of Public Employees 
(CUPE), the United Steelworkers (USW), 
the National Union of Public and General 
Employees (NUPGE), the United Food 
and Commerical Workers (UFCW), or 
any of their affiliates. The Ontario NDP 
had a small table featuring two young 
staffers, who were quickly overshadowed 

continued on page nine
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homelessness, or to end the deepening 
crises in public transit, education and 
health care.
 Horwath and her strategists 
said nothing about phasing out nuclear 
power plants, stopping Line 9, satisfying 
the just claims of First Nations 
peoples, curtailing state 
surveillance, and 
terminating police 
repression of the 
kind that was 
u n l e a s h e d 
during the 
G-20 Summit 
in Toronto. 
There was 
not even a 
hint that the 
p r o b l e m s 
faced today by 
the vast majority 
of Ontarians 
are rooted in 
the decaying and 
increasingly destructive 
capitalist system -- much less that 
the solution is socialist democracy.
 The ONDP Leader campaigned 
on ‘integrity’.  But she failed to reduce 
her own democratic deficit. She ignored 
a party convention decision to be 
tougher on the Ontario Liberal budget 
of 2012/13.  In fact, on her watch, party 
conventions provide less time for policy 
debate.  And Horwath’s Election Planning 
Committee undemocratically prevents 
leftists from being NDP candidates.

Steps Forward for New Ontario NDP 
Leadership

 While it is gratifying that the 
Progressive Conservatives lost big time, 
it is clear that the capitalist austerity 
agenda continues vigorously under 
Premier Wynne. Remember, Wynne 
bragged during the TV leaders’ debate 
that she had implemented “80 per cent 
of the Drummond Report” -- a harsh 
austerity plan.  
 Behind Wynne’s affable smile, 
the locomotive of the rulers’ public 
sector wage freeze, social cutbacks, 3Ps, 
and privatization remains firmly on track.
Corporate Ontario found a way to sanitize 
its brutal anti-working class agenda by 
hiding it behind the “progressive” veneer 
of the province’s first female Premier, also 
Canada’s first lesbian Premier.
 Now New Democrats, labour 

unionists, feminists, LGBTQ folks, 
environmentalists, socialists and social 
justice advocates must fight to take the 
NDP from the latter-day Blairites, and re-
direct the party to lead the battle against 
capitalist austerity, and for socialist 
solutions to the mounting problems we 
face.

 That starts with the demand 
that Ontario NDP Leader 

Andrea Horwath resign 
immediately. It’s time 

for a full review 
of the party’s 

l e a d e r s h i p 
and political 
direction.
 The question 
of Horwath’s 
future as 
ONDP leader 
is posed daily in 

the mass media. 
The Socialist 

Caucus did not 
initiate this question, 

but it does have the 
opportunity to rally opinion 

behind a concrete proposal.  
Robin Sears and Brian Topp have written 
articles in defense of Horwath.  Dave 
Cooke, former NDP Education Minister, 
Gerry Caplan, Paul Ferriera, Michael 
Prue, and even Rosario Marchese, have 
sharply criticized her.  For socialists, the 
main issue is not personality; it is the 
need for a full review of the leadership 
and political direction of the party.
 But how do we get it?
 This is not an abstract matter. A 
full review is triggered by a vote of non-
confidence in the leader. A confidence 
vote occurs at every party convention. 
If even 35% of the delegates vote for a 
leadership review (that is, if less than 65% 
vote to support the current leader), in all 
likelihood a leadership race will ensue.
 It is clear that such a vote would 
open up a period of intense discussion 
about the future of the NDP.  So, what 
should socialists and labour activists do?
Should we just wait to see what happens, 
and in the meantime conduct “business 
as usual” by submitting resolutions to 
the Convention, knowing full well that 
party officials will ensure that few of our 
resolutions ever make it to the floor?
 This is where a bold initiative 
is needed – to galvinize the widespread 
discontent in the party and its voter base 
by posing a concrete course of action: 
Demand that Andrea resign, and insist 
that a full review of the political direction 

of the party take place now.
 Is there a risk that such a demand 
may upset a section of the membership?  
 
 Well, yes, but which section of 
members is likely to be offended?  Will it 
be supporters of the openly critical letter 
of the 34 prominent present and former 
NDPers?  Or that part of the labour 
section which openly broke with Andrea 
the day the election was called?  Or the 
mass of party members who were so 
dissatisfied with Andrea’s campaign that 
they did not participate in it?
 Of course, there is the segment, 
including party staff and paid canvassers, 
who heartily support making the NDP the 
New Liberal Party - but the left has few 
prospects among them.  Naturally, the 
removal of Andrea is no guarantee that 
another MPP in the top job will change 
direction.
 But what are the chances if 
the party ranks, including the Socialist 
Caucus, do not demand this?  It would 
only help Horwath and her team of 
handlers and fixers to weather the storm.

Offering Solutions to the Failures of 
Corporate Capitalism

 Our task is to fan the flames 
of discontent.  On what basis should 
we demand a full review of the political 
direction of the party, starting with the 
demand that the Leader resign?  It should 
be done on the basis that there was no 
mandate to turn right; indeed, that to 
survive the NDP must turn sharply to the 
left.
 The NDP is the only mass, 
labour-based political party in North 
America. To understand the significance 
of that, just look at politics in the United 
States.  The NDP remains a workers’ 
party, which is obvious to anyone who has 
been to an NDP convention.  But the NDP 
has a staunchly pro-capitalist leadership 
which is out of step with reality, that is, 
seemingly oblivious to the extremely 
destructive decline of late capitalism.
 The struggle for a Workers’ 
Agenda will take place in the NDP, as it will 
take place in the unions. Not exclusively 
there, but there too.  The battle against 
capitalist austerity continues. Quickly 
the Toronto Star warned Wynne to 
renege on her ‘progressive’ promises and 
instead to reduce the deficit - “to avoid a 
credit-rating downgrade.” The Star asks, 
“Will Wynne play Hudak-lite and cut 
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“There 
was not even 
a hint that the 

problems faced today 
by the vast majority of 

Ontarians are rooted in the 
decaying and increasingly 

destructive capitalist 
system -- much less that 
the solution is socialist 

democracy.”

continued on next page
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public service jobs or government spending?” It 
darkly predicts “confrontations with public sector 
unions.”
 Let’s hope that there will be 
confrontations – arising from resistance to the 
coming cuts. Let’s hope that union leaders don’t 
declare victory over Hudak and then go to sleep, 
as they did when the Bob Rae-led Ontario NDP 
surprisingly won a majority of seats in 1990.
 One thing should be clear: for anti-
austerity resistance to succeed, there must be 
rank and file organization against austerity and 
concessions inside the NDP and the unions.
 Can the Socialist Caucus make a 
difference?  It has proven that it can.  The SC won 
the federal NDP in 2006 to the policy “Canada Out 
of Afghanistan.”  It also led the fight at the 2011 
NDP convention in Vancouver to keep “socialism” 
in the party constitution, and again at the 2013 
convention where we won the debate on free 
post-secondary education.  We forced the Ontario 
party leadership in 2010 to conduct a review of 
public funding of Catholic separate schools, and 
held the only large public hearing on the issue.
 Clearly, socialism requires more than 
socialist resolutions. But change starts with 

joining the fight inside the main working class 
organizations.
 Capitalism has nothing to offer workers, 
women, young people, seniors and the poor.  The 
Occupy movement showed there is a hunger for 
change, and re-defined the notion of majority.   
The Quebec students’ movement showed what a 
mass social strike against neo-liberalism looks like.  
The current continental campaign for a $15/hour 
minimum wage inspires millions. 
 Opposition to Line 9, to the Northern 
Gateway pipeline, and the fight to save Canada’s 
postal services have the same potential.  The 
global popularity of Thomas Piketty’s book 
Capital in the Twenty-First Century indicates 
the wide disdain for growing inequality, and the 
appetite for a radical new direction.  The defeat 
of Ken Georgetti’s executive slate at the Canadian 
Labour Congress Convention in May is further 
evidence of stirrings below the surface.
 In our tortured world, anger and suffering 
there is aplenty.  What’s lacking is leadership. 
Leadership is born in struggle. Join the struggle for 
a new leadership in the workers’ movement.   
 Join the NDP Socialist Caucus. Together, 
we will win. n
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The ethically and politically correct 
answer is that all voices are valued, 
yet we have been socialized 

to value mainstream voices over 
marginalized voices, and we have a lot of 
unlearning to do. 
 We need to unlearn racism, 
ableism, classism, and sexism, and we 
need to combat the influence that these 
isms have on our lives and our party. 
 How we do this is important. 
Combatting sexism, for example, is not 
just about striving for gender parity 
at NDP functions and on constituency 
association executives.  It is about 
addressing gender-based discrimination 
in everything that we do.  We are not 
always very good at this. 
 If you are a New Democrat, 
maybe you are thinking: Over half of our 
provincial caucus is female.  Our federal 
caucus has the most female Members 
of Parliament in the country.  We have 
strong female leaders at all levels of 
government.  I am a woman and I feel 
valued and heard.  
 Yes, all of those points may be 
true.  It is also true that some of us do 
not feel valued or heard.  
 When we are confident enough 
to run for a candidacy nomination, have 
the support of our riding association, and 
find out one week before the nomination 
meeting that a man from another riding 
is being parachuted in – we get the 
message. 
 When we try to present new 
ideas around power structures, policies, 

and resolutions and are met with eye-
rolls, interruptions, and dismissiveness – 
we get the message. 
 When we say that we want to 
talk about important women’s issues, and 
it is assumed that we could only possibly 
mean childcare – we get the message. 
 When we try to raise our 
concerns about displaced power and 
are placated by people who point only 
to our party success stories – we get the 
message. 
 We get the message that 
our experiences are not valued, and 
our voices not welcome. This is not an 

NDP problem, this is a societal one.  It 
becomes an NDP problem when we are 
so defensive of our success stories that 
we forget to listen to the voices of some 
of our members. 
 We are quick to point to our 
successes because we are proud of them, 
and we should be. Sometimes though, 
we need to put our pride aside, and be 
humble. We need to be willing to listen 
to the people within our party who have 
experiences and ideas that are different 
from our own. 
 It is the ethically correct thing to 
do – it is the NDP thing to do. n

WHOSE VOICES ARE 
VALUED IN THE NDP?

Jessica Shaw is 
a PhD candidate 
in Social Work at 
the University of 
Calgary



by the entrance of a much more famous politico, federal 
Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau.

The Big Names

 Trudeau wandered around the hall surrounded 
by the expected throng of cameras and onlookers 
before being seated in the front of the room next to 
Unifor President Jerry Dias. Though Trudeau did not 
speak from the front of the room, he presented a short 
speech from the floor under the pretense of asking 
a question following a panel discussion by several 
economic commentators.
 Dias, for his part, began his introductory 
remarks on Friday with a rhetorical turn to the left, 
earning hearty applause from the audience with a 
restatement of the labour theory of value: without the 
labour of workers, companies would make not a dime in 
profit.
 He quickly shifted, however, to defending the 
profits of these same companies, arguing that labour 
needs to work with business and government to further 
the interests they all share in common. The goal of the 
weekend, asserted Dias, was to reach across the table 
and invite business leaders and politicians to work with 
labour to create a good jobs strategy.
 The key theme of corporatism continued 
on Saturday, beginning with a panel discussion that 
included General Electric Canada CEO Elyse Allan 
– purportedly to offer the “business” perspective to 
counter the “student/young worker” and “labour” 
perspectives that were also present. The panel was 
followed by a speech from Van Jones, a former advisor 
to the Obama administration. While acknowledging that 
capitalism in its current form is creating problems for 
workers, Jones stressed that we should not begrudge 
all rich people, just those who cheat.  After all, Jones 
argued, Beyoncé is part of the 1%.
 After lunch, participants heard a keynote 
speech from Ontario Premier and Liberal Leader 
Kathleen Wynne.  In his introduction to Wynne, Dias 
praised her “progressive” budget and willingness to work 
with labour.  Wynne emphasized her own corporatist 
vision, arguing that “adversarial” labour relations must 
end in favour of “cooperation” among all parties.
 Senior members of the NDP were present 

at various points throughout the weekend, including 
Toronto Danforth MPP Peter Tabuns and federal 
Deputy Leader Libby Davies.  The crowd seemed much 
more receptive to Davies, as she garnered enthusiastic 
applause when she went to the microphone to ask a 
question following Trudeau. 
 Unifor’s leadership did not give the NDP the 
full official welcome that they gave to the Liberals. The 
complete lack of applause when Dias announced Friday 
that Wynne would be arriving the next day was a sign of 
the strategic divide between the front of the room and 
the audience.

Small Discussions, Big Ideas

 The most useful and engaging part of the 
weekend occurred not in the plenary sessions but 
during the small group discussions on Saturday, where 
participants had a chance to talk to one another in more 
depth about questions related to labour’s strategy to 
improve conditions for workers. It is here that unease 
with Unifor’s corporatist strategy was most thoroughly 
expressed. 
 Participants asked questions such as: Why 
bribe companies with tax cuts to create jobs when the 
public sector can directly employ people in unionized 
positions and improve social services at the same 
time?  Why rely on begging employers to adopt living 
wage policies when we can push for a higher legislated 
minimum wage?  How is telling workers about available 
jobs and how to apply for them going to improve their 
lives if we do not also have a strategy to create good 
jobs to apply for in the first place?  Is this jobs crisis 
really a product of a skills shortage?
 There is a clear consensus across organized 
labour about the problems facing workers – high 
unemployment, falling earnings, job precariousness, 
worsening public services – but clear strategic divides 
about how to proceed to tackle these problems.  With 
a federal election approaching next year, different 
sections of labour and the left are beginning to indicate 
where they are headed during this crucial moment. 
 The question is not whether we want Harper 
gone.  Rather it is what kinds of actions can start to 
lead us towards a genuine alternative that gets rid of 
not only the Conservatives but also the disastrous 
social, economic, and environmental agenda they have 
sustained. n

...“Good Jobs” continued from page five

 Why bribe companies with tax cuts to 
create jobs when the public sector can 

directly employ people in unionized positions 
and improve social services at the same time?

“
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Tyler MacKinnon reveals why 
divisions between young people 
and middle-aged workers are so 
useful to the ruling, corporate elite

While the economy continues to sputter 
in the wake of the great recession of 
2009, one might expect the Conservative 
Stephen Harper government to address 
persisting high unemployment - rather 
than joining wars abroad. 
 Instead, the Tories continue 
to push a devastating austerity plan 
that especially hurts young workers.  
The Kathleen Wynne Ontario Liberal 
government, not to be outdone by its 
federal counterpart, declines to do 
much of anything about joblessness.  
Though Ontario has one of the highest 
provincial unemployment rates, most 
young workers here continue to face 
discrimination, and a lot of misleading 
talk about the “lost generation.”
 We are constantly told high 
youth unemployment (officially 13.5 per 
cent, according to Statistics Canada in 
October 2014) is due to the fact that we 
are lazy, feel entitled, and demand things 
we have yet to earn.  Or that our skills 
don’t match the (actually scarce) job 
openings. 
 Labour activists have a 
responsibility to call out these dangerous 
lies for what they are – distractions to 
divert attention from a dysfunctional 
capitalist system.  When the bosses take 
advantage of distractions to cut our pay, 
or to introduce two-tier wage structures, 
they do it not just to maximize their 
profits. It is also a means to divide 

younger workers from older ones. 
 Sadly, some older workers apply 
disparaging terms to youths because 
they are caught in the grip of austerity 
and face the shrinking possibility of a 
decent retirement. So they work longer. 
This leaves younger workers with little 
hope of making a living wage, and long 
odds of getting full time hours. 
 The only jobs available to most 
young workers are part time in 
the service sector - with 
no benefits, no security 
and usually no union.  
Young workers 
are forced to 
accept the fact 
that they will 
have to live 
with their 
parents and a 
mountain of 
OSAP debt.
 Myths 
to divide the 
working class 
are nothing new. 
Disabled workers 
continue to face limited 
job opportunities, and women 
in Ontario continue to be paid 74 cents 
to the male worker’s dollar.  Immigrant 
and racialized workers also face growing 
discrimination following the economic 
crash.  They are painted as thieves who 
take advantage of Canada’s mythical 
open door policy towards immigrants.  
Labour activists need to stamp out these 
lies which are pushed to keep workers 
from uniting.  It’s hard to organize against 

the bosses if we are busy attacking, or 
abandoning, our brothers and sisters.
 Good jobs are disappearing not 
because of immigrants in the workforce, 
or even because baby boomers “won’t 
hurry up and retire.”  This job crunch 
was not a freak accident, but rather 
a function of the capitalist business 
cycle, worsened by a credit crisis.  And 
the resulting downturn became an 

effective tool used by the ruling 
classes to make workers 

desperate for some 
kind of job security.  

So desperate 
that they will 
compete with 
each other 
and ignore 
who truly is 
to blame for 
this.  The truth 
is that this 

problem is, at 
bottom, political. 

 Young 
workers should 

discard the fantasies 
fed to us at school and 

in the commercial media - 
namely, that if we work hard enough, 

perhaps an unpaid internship with no 
guarantee of a future job will magically 
lead to getting a good job.  
 Stop blaming the older 
generations for “spending all the money.” 
There is plenty of money.  One need 
only look in the pockets of the rich…. you 
might even find some Conservative and 
Liberal MPs in there. n

Abandon the 
Generation 
Blame Game

“Myths 
to divide the 

working class are 
nothing new...  This job 
crunch was not a freak 
accident, but rather a 

function of the capitalist 
business cycle, 
worsened by a 
credit crisis.”



According to opinion polls, a large 
majority of Canadians support higher 
taxes on corporations and the wealthy.  
Yet as John Orrett of the NDP Socialist 
Caucus explains, creating a progressive 
taxation system isn’t all that complicated. 
It just takes some political courage. 

An important precept of social 
democracy is a striving for 
income equality. This occurs in 
the context of a world where 

humankind has the scientific knowledge 
and the productive capacity to eradicate 
poverty globally. 
 Sadly, we live in a world 
of constant warfare and ecological 
degradation - one in which billions of 
people live in pitifully poor conditions.  At 
the same time, less than 1% of the world's 
population has more wealth than they will 
ever be able to spend.
 We know that inequality is 
growing in our society.  This fact has been 
thoroughly documented by respected 
economists including Stiglitz, Krugman, 

Piketty and the NDP’s own Linda McQuaig 
in “The Trouble with Billionaires.” And 
yet, Social Democrats worldwide seem to 
have abandoned use of the political and 
economic tools most readily available to 
achieve equality, economic levers that 
have made progress towards equality in 
the past.
 There are three economic 
principles that could radically change 
the dynamic from growing to shrinking 
economic inequality. First and foremost, 
Social Democratic Parties like the NDP 
must move away from the ideological 
premise that growing public debt can be 
reversed only by austerity.  
 In the June 2014  Ontario 
provincial election, the Andrea Horvath-
led ONDP accepted and even promoted 
an austerity agenda with an ill-conceived 
announcement of a proposed Ministry 
of Savings, plus the promise to cut $600 
million from the Ontario Budget.  The 
election results, unsurprisingly, for the 
NDP, were not good.

 Thomas Piketty in his world-
renowned book "Capital in the Twenty-
First Century," correctly argues that a 
historically proven and quite efficient 
instrument to create more social and 
economic equality is government 
spending in three main areas: health care, 
education and pension supports. 
 This, along with direct financial 
redistribution in the form of income 
support programmes, make up between 
25 to 35% of national income in western 
economies. In a summation he states, 
“modern redistribution does not consist 
in transferring income from the rich to the 
poor, at least not in so explicit a way.  It 
consists rather in financing public services 
and replacement incomes that are more 
or less equal for everyone, especially 
in the areas of health, education, and 
pensions.“ 
 To create more real income 
equality, and more equality in the 
standard of living, government programs 
and expenditures need to increase, not 
decline.  Think of how millions of low 
income and average Canadians would 

benefit from a comprehensive child care 
program, or comprehensive Pharmacare 
and Denticare. 
 But expanding expenditures are 
dependent on expanding government 
revenues. That brings us to the second 
essential demand that even mildly reform-
minded socialists need to embrace: 
greater taxation of the ultra-rich and big 
corporations. 
 The Huffington Post reported, 
in 2014, that for the first time ever, over 
50% of government revenue in Canada 
will come from personal income tax.  
Meanwhile, corporations will provide just 
13.6% of government revenue, compared 
with the average 20% they provided 
between 1946 and 1970, the supposed 
“Golden Age” of Capitalism.
 This shift of the tax burden 
from rich corporations to working class 
Canadians is not a surprise. That was the 
rulers' plan.  The Canada Revenue Agency 
reports that the combined federal and 
provincial corporate tax rates have fallen 
from 36% in 2007 to 26% in 2014.  This 
declining tax revenue includes the Ontario 

Where’s the Social Democratic 
Commitment to Tax Big Wealth?
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by Elizabeth Byce

During the summer of 2014, New 
Democratic Party members, 
joined by anti-war, labour, 

human rights and community activists, 
occupied NDP MP constituency offices 
across the country.  That included a visit 
to the office of MP Craig Scott in Toronto 
Danforth, initiated by the NDP Socialist 
Caucus.
 Why?  To show that we stand 
with the people of Gaza.  To say that we 
are on the side of Palestine in the present 
conflict.
 We called on Scott, Tom Mulcair 
and the entire NDP parliamentary caucus 
to stand up for justice, human rights, and 
self-determination for Palestine, and the 
prosecution of Israeli war crimes.  This 
appeal should be acted upon by provincial 
sections of the NDP too -- which have a 
right and duty to speak to this issue.
 Statements by the NDP Leader, 
echoed by MPs like Craig Scott, fell far 
short of a “balanced” or just approach to 
the war waged against the people of Gaza.  
The Israeli war machine killed over 2,100 
Gazans in 2014.  The vast majority of 
them were civilians, including hundreds 
of children.
 In a Toronto Star op-ed, Thomas 
Mulcair wrote: “New Democrats have 
long been committed to a policy of 
supporting peaceful coexistence in viable, 

independent states with agreed-upon 
borders, an end to Israeli occupation of 
Palestinian land, and an end to violence 
targeting civilians.”
 This policy is wrong on many 
counts.  The “two state” solution is 
neither viable nor just.  It would reduce 
Palestine to a few disconnected, dirt-poor 
parcels of land.  These bits of territory 
would be smaller and more miserable, 
economically, than the Bantustans were 
under Apartheid South Africa.
 What about peace talks?  The 
Oslo Accords failed to slow, let alone 
halt the spread of Zionist settlements 
across the West Bank.  Israeli jails are 
full of Palestinians who have never 
been convicted of any crime.  With the 
‘separation’ wall, the Zionist state illegally 
seized additional Palestinian land and 
crippled the commerce of Arab cities and 
towns.
 Mulcair proposes lifting the 
blockade, but only after Gazans halt their 
justified armed resistence. He urges aid 
for reconstruction, and bringing injured 
Gazan children to Canada for treatment.  
That’s nice.  But it’s grossly inadequate.
 Totally missing is a clear and 
unequivocal denunciation of the crimes 
committed by the dominant power.  In 
this modern day David-versus-Goliath 
clash, Israel is the Goliath, backed by the 
mega-powers that be. 
 There is no moral equality 

between the two sides.  On the one hand, 
brutal and devasting forms of collective 
punishment, using the most sophisticated 
weaponry, are deployed against an 
imprisoned people.  On the other hand, 
some of the victims fire homemade ‘bottle 
rockets’ incapable of hitting a target.
 Mulcair’s stance blames victims 
and victimizers equally.  That is a hell of 
a ‘balance’.  He says “end the occupation,” 
but he robs the phrase of any real 
meaning.
 NDP members across the 
country, alongside millions of working 
people from coast to coast to coast, want 
the party and its parliamentary caucus, to 
advance NDP adopted policy.
 “End the Occupation” must be 
more than a token phrase.  It must be 
linked to: Dismantle the settlements. 
Tear down the Wall.  Facilitate the 
Right of Return of all refugees.  End the 
shipment of arms to Israel.  Free the 
political prisoners.  Prosecute Israeli 
war criminals, starting with Benjamin 
Netanyahu. 
 Boycott, divestment and 
sanctions should be applied against 
Apartheid Israel.  Abrogate the special 
trade arrangements between Ottawa and 
Tel Aviv.  Work to create a single, secular, 
democratic state, based on full equality of 
rights for Jews, Muslims, Christians and 
non-believers, for Arabs and all others, in 
a single, free Palestine/Israel. n

Can NDP Leadership 
“Balance” the Interests 

of Gaza and Israel?
Photo: Mahmud Hams, AFP
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provincial corporate tax rate which has 
been steadily falling under the Mike 
Harris Conservative and Dalton McGuinty 
Liberal governments from a 15.5% rate in 
1999 to 11.5% in 2014.   
 This cost Queen's Park billions of 
dollars of lost revenue every year.
 We have just witnessed the 
friendly takeover of Tim Horton's by 
Burger King to create the world's 
third largest fast food chain, to be 
headquartered in Canada.  Why here?  
To take advantage of Canada’s lower 
corporate tax rate, which at 26% is the 
lowest in the G-7.  Who benefits from 
this arrangement? The corporate stock 
holders and dividend coupon 
clippers, not the minimum wage 
service workers, and not the 
government's coffers. 
 The highest earning 
Canadians have also seen their 
top marginal income tax rates 
decline from 80% in 1965 to 
around 40% today, and there 
is still no inheritance or gifting 
tax in Canada.  There is plenty 
of room for more taxation 
on wealth, high incomes and 
corporate profits.  
 Even our former Bank of Canada 
Governor, Mark Carney, in one of his last 
pronouncements on the health of the 
Canadian economy, noted in 2013 that 
corporations were sitting on over $500 
billion of retained earnings, putting to 
rest the specious argument that tax cuts 
are essential for business investment.
 If the NDP is serious about 
reducing the great existing income and 
wealth inequality, we must start by taking 
the game to the business high rollers.  
Instead of borrowing money from them in 

the form of government bonds to finance 
a provincial budgetary deficit, we should 
tax them to balance it.
 Finally, working people in Ontario 
should not be content with just saving 
and improving government programs.  
They should not rely on elections and 
promises from political parties to make 
a more level playing field.  We need to 
actively engage in building and defending 
our own interests.  That should include 
a new movement towards greater 
unionization in Canada and Ontario. We 
need an NDP that will actively support 
building unions that will fight back against 
austerity, and that will not fold in the 
face of concessionary demands from big 
business.

 In the September 2014 lead 
article of the Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives Monitor, Jordan Brennan 
carefully tracks the positive relationship 
between the decreasing density of 
unionization in both Canada and the 
United States and the decreasing national 
wage bill as a percentage of GDP.  
 As he notes: “The decline of 
unions since the late 1970s has been 
associated with the stagnation of hourly 
compensation, and if hourly earnings do 
not increase then the gains from growth 
go elsewhere. Hence the shrinking 

national wage bill.”
 The Socialist Caucus of the NDP 
believes the party should fight for these 
traditional Social Democratic goals.  We 
ought to challenge the whole notion 
of government austerity by expanding 
services that improve the quality of life of 
the vast majority of working people.  We 
must move to a fair tax system and have 
more wealth flowing into government 
revenues to provide these services and 
income supports.  And we need to clearly 
identify with the labour movement and 
actively support more unionization and 
better pay for working Ontarians.   
  But the NDP Socialist 
Caucus also believes these should be only 
minimum demands.

 The globalization of the 
world economy under capitalist 
rule has been chipping away 
at all the gains that workers' 
movements made after the 
Second World War.  Socialists 
realize that there is no Modus 
Vivendi with Capitalism.   
 To truly create a more 
equal and just society, the 
commanding heights of the 
economy, the banks, the energy 
resource industries, mining, and 

the military industrial complex all need 
to be brought under the control and 
ownership of the working class on the 
basis of democratic economic planning. 
 We mean an economy where 
investment and production are not 
financed through the issuing of more 
debt, but rather through a currency and 
investment system that is based on the 
production and distribution of goods and 
services whose aim is the satisfaction of 
human needs. 
 In a word, socialism. n

...Tax Big Wealth, from page eleven

The NDP Socialist Caucus is a group of party 
members who believe that in order to survive, the 

New Democratic Party must turn to the Left and join 
working Canadians and their allies in the struggle for 
socialism, democracy and freedom.

Founded by NDP members in Toronto in 1998, we be-
lieve that the struggle for peace, women’s rights and 
environmental sustainability is central to the creation 
of a better world.  The Socialist Caucus also believes 
that the NDP must become more democratic and al-
low for greater debate and bottom-up participation in 
the party and at conventions.  We invite you to join us.  

Le Caucus Socialiste du NPD est un groupe de membres du 
parti qui croient que, dans le but de survivre, le Nouveau 

Parti démocratique doit se tourner vers la gauche et rejoindre 
les travailleurs et les travailleuses canadien-nes et leurs allié-es 
dans la lutte pour le socialisme, la démocratie et la liberté.

Fondé par des membres du NPD à Toronto en 1998, nous 
croyons que la lutte pour la paix, les droits des femmes et 
la durabilité de l’environnement est essentielle à la création 
d’un monde meilleur. Le Caucus Socialiste estime que le NPD 
doit devenir plus démocratique et permettre une plus grande 
participation et un débat de la base au somment dans le parti 
et aux congrès. 

NDP Socialist Caucus Le Caucus socialiste NPD

“Instead of borrowing money 
from the rich in the form of 
government bonds to finance 

a provincial budgetary deficit, we 
should tax them to balance it.



by Larry Rosnuk, Welland NDP

Canada and its provinces, under 
enormous pressure from the left, 
established a universal, public, 

single-payer health care system for all. 
It is perhaps our most cherished public 
service. It is admired worldwide, except 
by the American Right, which puts profit 
before everything, and considers our 
system “communist.“  
 When I reflect on my medical 
history, and that of my entire family, I 
know that we would have ended up 
homeless if we were living south of the 
border.  The biggest reason for personal 
bankruptcy in the United States is 
medical bankruptcy.
 Yet this cherished Canadian 
service is constantly being eroded and 
attacked by lobbyists who buy off our 

politicians and governments in order 
to enact trade agreements that put our 
rights second to the profits of the multi-
nationals. 
 Our health care system is 
being attacked from within by our 
medical associations, who never speak 
up for public health care.  Doctors are 
paid by procedure and prescription, 
like my doctor who runs his medical 
practice like a Tim Horton’s drive 
through. Governments diminish our 
health care dollars with P3 (Public-
Private Partnership) hospitals, which 
put our medical infrastructure into the 
hands of private for-profit firms.  Sadly, 

many people have been brainwashed 
to believe that regardless of their life 
style choices (food, exercise, etc.), there 
is a pill for every ill.  It is as if there is 
a widespread effort to destroy public 
health care so that a for-profit can come 
to the rescue.
 Things have to change.  
Personally, one Easter Good Friday, I had 
a medical emergency. I drove myself to 
the nearest hospital Emergency Room.  
My son, as instructed there, drove me 
to our regional hospital.  From there I 
was sent to the Hamilton Health System, 
where an emergency bed was waiting 
for me.  With oxygen and a diuretic I was 
stabilised.  
 However, I then had to wait, 
taking up a bed until the following 
Tuesday, until any tests could be 
done, since no one worked until after 

the holiday weekend, except for 
emergencies. The tests and the final 
procedure were promptly done.  I was 
released and referred to a local physician 
for follow-up. All the diagnostic and 
procedural resources had sat idle for 
three days because of the holiday: but 
illness does not take a holiday. 
 When I saw my local follow-
up physician, he re-ordered a test 
that I had done in Hamilton.  When I 
mentioned that he could get the past 
results on-line, he said that he preferred 
a local assessment.  It turned out exactly 
the same.  Hamilton then scheduled 
a nuclear medical test procedure that 

might reveal some new information.  It 
was probably the most expensive, and it 
was of no additional value.  During this 
whole time I was treated well, and with 
dignity, by all the medical staff.  For that 
I am grateful.  But at what unnecessary 
cost?
 We spend billions of dollars 
on consultant fees to reduce costs. 
We create more layers of medical 
bureaucracy with outrageous salaries.  
We close medical facilities that are 
already paid for, just to enter into 
P3 sellouts.  We de-list procedures 
to encourage more private medical 
facilities.  We encourage doctors to 
manipulate fee structures.  And we 
swallow and abuse more prescription 
drugs.  
 All this makes our medical 
system very expensive and unsustainable.  
When one delays a medical procedure, 
a patient suffers longer, gets sicker, and 
this makes the treatment and recovery 
more expensive.  Obviously, a new 
paradigm is needed.
 Sadly, the NDP is partly to 
blame.  Our new mantra of “no new 
taxes or tolls” is certainly not part of the 
solution.  People do not mind paying 
taxes if the money is spent wisely and 
they can see the benefit.  And the super-
rich can certainly afford to pay more.  
This is what social democracy is all about.
 I think that we should run our 
health care system the way we run our 
public school system.  Elect medical 
system trustees in each municipality to 
form regional medical boards to oversee 
all health care system processes.  Put an 
end to the many expensive, ineffectual 
layers of bureaucracy now existing. 
 When a child shows up for 
first day of class we do not say come 
back in a few months to see if there is 
a place.  Our schools exist depending 
on enrolment.  They are maintained, 
staffed as required, and the staff is well 
compensated. But more importantly, 
budgets are set as to need. I pay my 

Could Public Health Care be 
Better Run by the Public?

“We should run our health care the way we run our 
public school system.  Elect medical system trustees 
in each municipality to form regional medical boards 
to oversee all health care system processes.”
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By Julius Arscott

 While hundreds of thousands 
marched in Manhattan, thousands took 
to the streets in cities across Canada 
to warn that climate change threatens 
civilization and life on Earth.
 Demonstrations took place 
in Vancouver, Winnipeg, Montreal and 
Calgary.  In Toronto, over 3,000 walked 
from City Hall through the downtown 
core.  Hundreds travelled from Toronto 
by bus, train and car to participate in 
the huge New York march.  Around 

the world, from London, England to 
Melbourne, Australia to Mexico City, to 
Bogota, Colombia, to Berlin, Germany, 
people paraded and rallied.
 The protests were spurred 
by reports that the world pumped an 
estimated 36.1 billion metric tons of 
carbon dioxide into the air last year by 
burning coal, oil and gas. That is 706 
metric tons or 2.3 per cent more than 
in the previous year, according to the 
Global Carbon Project international 
team that tracks and calculates global 
emissions annually. The results were 

published in peer-reviewed journals 
Nature Geoscience and Nature Climate 
Change, in September.
 The leading carbon polluters 
are China, the United States and India. 
But Canada’s tar sands industry in 
northern Alberta is one of the biggest 
single contributors to the climate change 
malaise.
 The three largest parties in 
Parliament all favour the construction 
of new pipelines to pump more bitumen 
to thirsty markets – at the expense of 
nature, and to fuel private profit. n

World Marches for Climate Solutions 

education taxes without question.  This 
system worked for me as a student, 
and for my children, and it seems to be 
working for my grandchildren. A similar 
system for health care would eliminate 
wait times and would decrease costs 
since illness would not fester.
 The system now in place is on 
the verge of collapse. I am sure that 
there would be a lot of outcry from 
the medical community, especially the 
high priced medical bureaucrats, if the 
changes I propose do occur.  What would 
I say to them?  “Pay back the cost of your 
education, and if you want to get rich, 
you can always move to the U.S.A.” n

...Health Care, from page fourteen NOT ANOTHER STUDY.  STOP LINE 9!
A SOCIALIST CAUCUS PUBLIC FORUM  

Saturday, November 15
at Lunch Break
Room at Convention Centre to be 
Announced

Featuring Guest Speakers:

Lana Goldberg is an indigenous 
solidarity and environmental justice 
organizer working with Aamjiwnaang First Nation members and organizing 
against Line 9, Enbridge’s tar sands pipeline that runs across southern Ontario.  

Barry Weisleder is co-chairperson of Ontario NDP Socialist Caucus.  A writer, 
educator and organizer of the Toronto Substitute Teachers and presently a 
member of OSSTF.  Barry is active in Trinity-Spadina NDP.



by Barry Weisleder

Ontario NDP Leader Andrea 
Horwath is trying ever so hard 
to convince party members that 

she has changed. She really wants us to 
believe that she has learned key lessons 
and returned to core principles. 
 But has she?
 Her September 13 speech to 
ONDP provincial council certainly packed 
a lot of emotion. Unfortunately, it was 
bereft of concrete policy. There was no 
indication as to what Horwath thinks NDP 
‘principles’ are, and exactly what policies 
will replace the regressive ones that were 
the main planks of her campaign in May-

June 2014. Those campaign policies, in 
many cases, were to the right of those 
of the Ontario Liberal Party. (See The 
Ontario Election and the Future of the 
NDP).
 Since the council meeting, 
Andrea’s new ‘advisers’, her loyalist 
MPPs, and a slough of apparatchiks and 
cheerleaders have weighed heavily into 
local party gatherings. They’ve been 
busying trying to whip up support for the 
Leader; and failing that, to beg for one-
more-chance; and failing that, to rant 
against critics. Frankly, there is 
a strong whiff of desperation 
about them.
So, let’s take a look at that 
speech to see what it says, and 
what it doesn’t.
It began by praising all the 
NDP candidates, and crowing 
about the small gain in the NDP 
vote total.   
It acknowledged the loss of 
three Toronto MPPs. It criticized 
the Liberal government’s 
“recent announcements about 
homelessness and poverty”, 
topics Horwath scarcely 
addressed during the nearly 
two-month-long campaign. It 
pledged “to fight them (the 
Liberals) on their $2 billion 
cutbacks to public services.”  But 
it did so without mentioning that 
Horwath proposed a Ministry 
of Cost Savings charged with 
cutting hundreds of millions from 
the Ontario public service.
 Then Horwath moves 

into touchy territory. “I have some things 
to learn as Leader of this party.” But 
quickly “I” becomes “we”. She speaks of 
“Lessons we are going to act on during 
the next four years.”
 So, what are the lessons?
 “The members of our party need 
to see their values, their priorities, the 
things that are most important to them, 
reflected in what we propose.”
But what are those things, concretely, and 
how did they get ignored?
Secondly, “we must reach out as broadly 
as possible within our party, and to 
our allies and our movement when 
crafting both our commitments and our 
campaigns.”

 Is this a self-criticism for ignoring 
what unions and the Ontario Federation 
of Labour had to say about pensions, 
and about raising the minimum wage?  
Maybe.  Then why not say so?  Why not 
make it clear what the party policy is, or 
ought to be?
 “A third lesson is that we must be 
clear... about why we want to win.”  Does 
this mean Horwath suddenly sees the 
need to transform class society, to fight 
both “during and between elections” 
for a new society based on equality and 

workers’ power, or just settle for the 
same old tiny increments on the road to a 
‘humane’ capitalism?  Is “the destination” 
socialism, or just more NDP MPPs with 
ample Legislative Assembly pensions?  
We don’t really know, do we?
 This is capped by Horwath’s 
claim that “the basic principles of our 
party are my heart and soul,” at which 
point she fleetingly, and with a careful 
haziness, indicates a few of them.  “A 
more equal society.” Emphasis is on 
“more”, not on equal.  “Competing at the 
high end instead of the low end.”  If this 
refers to high-tech, it’s still pretty obscure.  
 Then comes the call for “a 
strong and active role for government.” 

Does that include the police, jails and 
the armed forces?  Does that mean more 
government subsidies for the private 
sector – bribes to create jobs, without 
government taking any equity for its 
investment, much less moving towards 
social ownership and democratic workers’ 
and community control?
 What follows is a list.  It includes 
clean air and water, safe food and streets, 
solidarity and love, respect for First 
Nations, equality before the law, the right 
to organize a union, “a living minimum 

wage”, “a strong public pension 
system”, “decent housing”, 
investment in public transit, and 
an open, honest democracy.
 Couldn’t Liberal Premier 
Kathleen Wynne make all the 
same commitments, vague as 
they are, and proceed with 
extending her favours to big 
business and imposing austerity 
cuts on the rest of us?
 If that is the “change” that 
Andrea Horwath wants to 
convince Ontarians to vote for, 
is that good enough? Does it 
differentiate the NDP from the 
Liberal Party?
 The truth is that Horwath’s 
September 13 speech, which 
may seem to some as headed in 
the proper direction, is about as 
‘left wing’ as she’s willing to go.  
At the next election, and in all 
the days between now and then, 
her policies will be to the right 
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DID ANDREA REALLY TURN LEFT?

KEEP 
CALM 

AND
FIGHT FOR
SOCIALIST 

DEMOCRACY continued on next page
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Socialist Caucus Resolutions 
for ONDP Convention
The following resolutions were approved by the 
Ontario NDP Socialist Caucus Conference in 
Toronto in September.  They have been circulated 
for adoption at meetings of NDP riding associations, 
youth clubs and affiliated unions for debate and vote 
at Convention.  We hope you speak out and support 
them on the convention floor.

1.  Convention should set ONDP election platform 
priorities 

2.  For Democracy in the Candidate Nomination 
Process 

3.  Raise the Minimum Wage  
4.  Welfare, for a decent quality of life  
5.  Eliminate Tuition, Ancillary Fees, and Student 

Debt  
6.  For Social Ownership and democratic control of 

runaway companies 
7.  For Social Ownership and Democratic Control of 

U.S. Steel
8.  Right to Strike 

9.  No Public Funding for Religious Schools 
10.  Health Care 
11.  Housing 
12.  Public and Democratic Hydro 
13.  Social Ownership and Economic Democracy 
14. Social Ownership of Primary Industries 
15.  Social Ownership of Banking and Insurance 
16.  For More Policy Discussion at Conventions 
17.  For the Election of Leader by Convention 

Delegates 
18.  Building the Party as a Mass Movement of the 

Working Class and Allies 
19.  Abolish the HST
20.  Boycott apartheid Israel, End the Seige of Gaza, 

uphold Palestinian Rights 
21.  Canada Out of NATO
22.  No military intervention in Syria, Iraq, Ukraine, 

Russia and Iran.
23.  Fair and Democratic Trade 
24.  Repeal the Clarity Act 
25.  Stop Line 9 

of that mark, if not to the right of the 
Liberals.
 There is no meaningful 
change coming from Horwath, in 
terms of the overall policy direction of 
the party.  And there will be no more 
democracy in the party with regard to 
candidate selection, time set for policy 
debate at convention, or a mechanism 
for determining election campaign 
priorities. 
 The lesson for NDP members 
should be crystal clear -- just as it 
was for the Progressive Conservative 
legislative caucus, which had the good 
sense to ask Tim Hudak to step down as 
Leader.
 It’s time for Andrea Horwath to 
go. 
 Cast your vote at the 
November ONDP convention for 
leadership review.  Make the NDP, once 
again, the party of hope and optimism, 
the party for the working class, 
women, young people, seniors and the 
dispossessed.  Vote for change. n

PLEASE Donate to the Socialist Caucus
The Socialist Caucus spends its resources publishing editions of Turn Left, 
issues literature to promote SC candidates for executive, promotes public 
forums and produces SC posters, stickers, buttons and more.

If you can give, now is the time. We can make a real difference in creating a 
more democratic party.  Please send a cheque to: NDP Socialist Caucus, 526 
Roxton Rd. Toronto, ON.  M6G 3R4.

LOG On TO our website and sign up to 
our facebook group
Our website includes articles from SC 
supporters and information about past 
and future events.  

www.ndpsocialists.ca

Don’t forget to sign up to our 
Facebook group.  Just type “NDP 
Socialist Caucus” in the search bar, 
and you’ll find us.  Become a member 
of the group and join in the discussion.

...Turn Left, from page sixteen
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Erin Weir is an economist with 
the United Steelworkers union’s 
Canadian National Office and 

past president of the Progressive 
Economics Forum, an organization 
of 125 progressive economists.  He’s 
the federal NDP candidate in the 
riding of Regina-Lewvan for next 
year’s federal election 
(www.erinweir.ca).

Turn Left: The number of “officially” 
unemployed people in Canada is 
almost 1.4 million.  Yet according to 
Statistics Canada, there are currently 
only 235,000 job vacancies.  What kind 
of economic and monetary policies 
would you recommend, including 
those at the Bank of Canada, to end 
mass unemployment once and for 
all and create the conditions for full 
employment?

Weir: I would define “full employment” 
as a job market in which unemployment 
does not exceed the number of job 
vacancies. While full employment would 
be difficult to achieve, the first step is to 
establish it as a policy goal.

The Bank of Canada’s mandate could be 
expanded from just controlling inflation 
to also promoting employment. I made 
this case in an online Globe & Mail 
commentary: “It’s time to broaden Bank 
of Canada’s mandate” (August 21, 2012).

Of course, the government controls fiscal 
policy more directly. Shifting the focus 

from austerity to investing in needed 
public services and infrastructure would 
help to create jobs.

Turn Left: The wealth of the poorest 
10% of Canadians has fallen during 
the past thirty years, and the average 
median income in Canada is the same 
today has it was in 1980.  What are 
your thoughts on a guaranteed annual 
income, and how would we pay for it?

Weir: I think a prosperous country like 
Canada should be able to guarantee 
all of our citizens a basic level of 
income. However, there are many 
different versions of this proposal. 
Milton Friedman advocated a “negative 
income tax” to replace all existing social 

programs. By contrast, I see a guaranteed 
annual income as an extension of the 
existing social safety net. 

Old Age Security and the Guaranteed 
Income Supplement provide a very basic 
guaranteed annual income for Canadian 
seniors. Unfortunately, the Conservative 
government is raising the age of eligibility 
to 67, which would result in many seniors 
spending two years in poverty before 
they qualify. Tom Mulcair has stated 
that the very first thing a federal NDP 
government would do is restore the age 
of eligibility to 65.

Making Employment Insurance more 
accessible and enhancing refundable 
tax credits would help move toward 

INTERVIEW: ERIN WEIR

“Recent provincial election campaigns 
have illustrated how simply being cautious 
and not saying much about economic issues is 
an ineffective defence...  New Democrats must 
confidently engage in economic policy debates.
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a guaranteed annual income for the 
working-age population. One way of 
paying for such improvements is to 
reverse the Conservative government’s 
corporate tax breaks.

Turn Left: Thanks to labour unions and 
progressive legislation, the workweek 
was reduced quite substantially during 
the first half of the 20th century.  Yet 
since the 1970s, this process has 
stalled, and research shows that the 
amount of so-called “leisure time” 
for the average Canadian hasn’t 
increased at all since the mid-1980s.  
Isn’t it time that we propose reducing 
the workweek with no loss in pay or 
benefits, in order to help create jobs, 
give the overworked a break and 
reduce stress and work-related illness?

Weir: We should be working toward 
a shorter workweek for all of those 
reasons. Of course, the challenge is to 
do so “with no loss in pay or benefits.” 
In collective bargaining, union members 
have generally opted to increase pay 
while maintaining working time rather 
than to reduce working time while 
maintaining pay.

An incremental way to reduce working 
time with no loss of pay or benefits is to 
legislate more paid holidays and vacation 
time. Saskatchewan is currently the only 
province to guarantee all employees at 
least three weeks of vacation – a legacy 

of previous NDP governments. 

The Canada Labour Code provides 
three weeks of vacation only after six 
years of service. Amending the Canada 
Labour Code to ensure three weeks 
of vacation for all employees and four 
weeks after six years of service would 
directly benefit workers in federally 
regulated industries and set a higher bar 
for provincial labour standards.

Turn Left: Socialists have long valued 
the importance of democracy in both 
society and government.  Yet the 
major institutions that control our 
economy are highly authoritarian, and 
are controlled by a small yet powerful 
elite.  What do you envision as a truly 
democratic and socialist economy in 
Canada, and how can the NDP work 
with labour unions and wage earners 
to build real and lasting democracy in 
workplaces everywhere?

Weir: Enabling workers to form and join 
unions is one of the best ways to bring 
democracy into more workplaces. The 
federal NDP has consistently stood 
up against the Conservative attack 
on unions and proposed tangible 
improvements to labour law such as anti-
scab legislation.

We should also explore new models of 
organization and representation, such as 
sectoral bargaining. However, the labour 

movement has been preoccupied with 
fending off attacks from the political 
right. Electing a progressive government 
would give trade unionists greater 
latitude to fight for what we want, rather 
than to just defend what we have.

Turn Left: For more than two decades, 
social democrats were afraid to take 
on the failed economic policies of 
the Right.  Many argue that this has 
changed dramatically, especially 
since the 2008 economic crisis.  How 
important is it for the NDP to talk more 
about economics and real democratic 
and socialist alternatives to the 
realities of increasing corporate power 
and widening inequality?

Weir: The NDP’s Achilles Heel has 
long been an alleged lack of credibility 
on economic issues. Liberals and 
Conservatives routinely attack us as 
being unable to manage the economy. 
Recent provincial election campaigns 
have illustrated how simply being 
cautious and not saying much about 
economic issues is an ineffective 
defence.

New Democrats must confidently 
engage in economic policy debates. I 
emphasized this theme in endorsing 
Linda McQuaig’s candidacy for Toronto 
Centre and in campaigning for my 
nomination in Regina–Lewvan. n

By Julius Arscott

The income gap in Canada between young and old is 
growing more rapidly than many think. The Conference 
Board of Canada, in a report titled “The Bucks Stop Here, 

Trends in Income Inequality between Generations,” reports 
that older workers now earn 64 per cent more than their young 
counterparts. Thirty years ago the gap was 47 per cent.
 So why are young people falling behind?
 It’s not just because of changes in tax policy, longer 
lifespans, and rising women’s participation rates.
 Three decades of lower wages have much to do with 
it.  As individuals gain experience in any field, they tend to earn 
more money, the report notes.  But the gap between Canadians 
aged 50-54 years and those between 25 and 29 years of age is 
widening.

 
This is happening because wages at the bottom of the age scale 
have barely budged for decades.
 Young workers are being forced to accept lower wages 
and fewer benefits.  The poisonous scheme at work here is 
called “two-tier.”  New hires are paid less for doing the same 
work as other employees.  This arrangement, which unions 
in every sector of the economy have conceded, benefits only 
bosses and capitalists.
 Contrary to capitalist politicians, the solution to this 
problem is not investing in higher education and creating entry-
level jobs.  What’s needed is new labour union leadership with 
the guts to fight “two-tier.”  
 What’s needed is more grassroots organizing, and a 
strong surge of class struggle to unite workers in the fight for 
equality and social progress. n

Why Young Workers 
are “Falling Behind”



EVAN ENGERING 
Central West Regional Rep.

Evan is a 
young labour 
activist, 
member of 
the United 
Food and 
Commercial 
Workers’ 
union, founder of the 
Mississauga New Democratic 
Youth Club, member of the 
NDP Socialist Caucus and 
ran for school board trustee 
in Mississauga.

BARRY WEISLEDER 
Vice-President

For 46 
years, Barry 
Weisleder 
has been 
a member 
of the NDP, 
frequently 
a Provincial 
Councillor, 
and a delegate to most 
Ontario and federal party 
conventions.  An organizer 
of the Toronto Substitute 
Teachers, he was elected to 
the OPSEU Executive Board 
three times.

Socialist Caucus Candidates for Ontario NDP Executive
The Socialist Caucus is presenting a team of candidates for Ontario NDP Executive.  Let’s build a more 
democratic party that listens to its membership.  * Independent candidates endorsed by the Socialist Caucus.

YASIN KAYA 
Member at Large

Yasin 
migrated 
to Canada 
from Turkey 
to pursue a 
PhD degree 
in Political 
Science 
at York 
University, where he is a 
teaching assistant. Yasin is 
the Secretary of CUPE 3903, 
its delegate to Toronto and 
York Region Labour Council, 
and a member of the NDP 
Socialist Caucus.

JUDY KOCH 
Disability Committee Rep. 

Judy Koch 
is a long 
time social 
activist and 
a member of 
the Toronto 
Danforth 
NDP 
executive. She is a long-
time advocate for people 
with physical and mental 
challenges, and a member of 
the Ontario Coalition Against 
Poverty.

JULIUS ARSCOTT 
Vice-President

Julius is 
President 
of OPSEU 
local 532 
and has 
worked in 
the Ontario 
Public 
Service 
for over 12 years.  A vocal 
proponent of OPSEU 
affiliation with the NDP, 
Julius is also active in the 
anti-war movement and 
has been a long time 
environmentalist.

TYLER MACKINNON 
Member at Large

Tyler is 
a recent 
Ryerson 
University 
student in 
Politics and 
a former 
member of 
the ONDY 
executive and the Etobicoke 
Centre NDP delegate to 
ONDP convention.  At the 
federal NDP convention in 
Montreal in 2013, he led the 
fight for free post-secondary 
education.

ROSS ASHLEY
Member at Large

Ross is a 
Vietnam-
era war 
resister, New 
Democrat for 
most of the 
last 45 years, 
committed 
socialist, 
and union militant in SEIU. 
Ross wants to restore the 
Party’s historic stature as a 
social movement - a party 
representing the interests of 
working people against the 
financial and political elites.

ELIZABETH BYCE 
Vice-President

Elizabeth 
is a retired 
member 
of CUPW, 
currently 
playing a 
leading 
role in the 
campaign 
to maintain home mail 
delivery and to Save Canada 
Post from privatization.  She 
is also a past Secretary of 
the Toronto and York Region 
Labour Council and an NDP 
Provincial Council delegate.

BOB MacDIARMID 
East Regional Rep.

Bob is a 
long- time 
NDP 
member, 
workers’ 
rights 
activist, 
and labour 
union member of the ILU, 
Brotherhood of Maintenance 
of Way, the Carpenters 
Union and the USWA.  He 
is also a member of the 
Kingston NDP.

JOHN WILSON
LGBT Committee Rep.

John has been involved in 
the NDP and its predecessor 
party, starting with the 
Ottawa CCF youth club 
in 1954. Involved in gay/
queer liberation since 1970, 
John spoke at the 40th 
anniversary of the first gay 
and lesbian demonstration 
on Parliament Hill in 1971. A 
founding member of Queer 
Ontario, John is currently on 
its steering committee.

JOHN WUNDERLICH *
Toronto Regional Rep.  

John 
Wunderlich 
is the past 
president 
for Toronto-
Danforth. He 
believes that 
leadership 
starts with listening, but that 
it then requires clear and 
coordinated action. John 
wants to build the party into 
a grass roots movement for 
the next election.

BILL McBAIN *
Vice-President

Committed 
to re-
invigorating 
riding 
influence and 
democracy 
in the ONDP, 
Bill has been 
a member 
for over 35 years and has a 
uniquely successful record as 
campaign organizer.  He has 
managed countless electoral 
and fundraising campaigns 
and previously served on 
ONDP Executive.

GREG LAWS *
Treasurer


